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PATTERN 1 | First Stages

Researching

I signed up for Dylan Mierzwinski’s skillshare course and used it to help my along in creating the 
first of my patterns. I stuck with the subject theme of abstract floral forms. The patter was predomi-
nently done on illustrator. 

While I started off with a fairly generic floral subject, I tried to look into floral trends for 2019 to see 
what types of flower forms may be better to include and get ideas on how to arrange them. The 
floral community did not disappoint in its advice.

www.flowertrendsforecast.com www.countryliving.com / BLOOM & WILD



SKETCHES
I started off by sketching out each individual element, which was 
brought into photoshop and outlined



INITAL PATTERN
In illustrator I created abstract blocks of color by loosly outlining 
the flower forms. I then vectorized the lineart and began creat-
ing groups of flowers that looked good together. Rather than 
using the pattern tool right off the bat, created a 12” x 12” tile 
who’s edges would match up.

My color palette was somewhat inspired by dried flowers which, 
according to Country Living, are going to have a moment in 
2019. I also referenced the color palettes in my research slide.



REVISIONS
Unhappy with this pattern, I took a break to start on my il-
lustration. I knew I wanted to use the indivual components 
of the pattern rather than the actual pattern itself, so I start-
ed building a new, larger boquet. I ended up liking this so 
much that I brought it into the pattern tool and added a few 
extra smaller boquets from the original pattern around it. 



ILLUSTRATION
This isn’t fully complete, but I wanted to place the actual main boquet in a vase. I’m working out the 
cropping and some detail work. I may try out another illustration all together.


